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Stay Connected and Compliant

Healthcare

REQUEST A DEMO

DTEN and Zoom reliably deliver consistent clinical user experiences while seamlessly 
integrating into existing technology and workflows.

Virtual  Healthcare

Connect face-to-face with patients, caretakers, 
and family members with life-like video and 
communicate with enhanced audio for crystal 
clear conversations

Security and Compliance

Zoom enables multi-layer security with AES-256 
encryption and HIPAA compliance. Wireless 
connectivity available

Training

Cost-effective continuing education and 
ongoing training for healthcare professionals 
regardless of location

Enhanced Productivity

DTEN all-in-one solutions for Zoom combine 
best-in-class technology and intuitive built-in 
communications tools

Seamless Integration with Epic

Launch a video visit using Zoom directly from Epic 
applications in telehealth workflows

DTEN video conferencing and 
collaboration solutions:

Optimize resources through time savings for doctors, 
administrators, nurses and patients

Improve patient outcomes with easy access to 
preventative and routine care

Enhance collaboration through expedient peer review of 

patient cases with remote medical experts

DTEN.COM | 1.866.936.3836

DTEN.COM | 1.866.936.3836

https://bit.ly/30aG6s6
https://bit.ly/3kMAoV9
https://bit.ly/3kMAoV9
https://bit.ly/3kMAoV9
https://bit.ly/36frc7w
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Use telehealth consultations to connect physicians, 

patients, and specialists for regular primary care or 

urgent care visits

Collaborate with colleagues and deliver precise, 

illustrated annotation to shared multimedia 

documentation for better patient outcomes

Provide virtual behavioral and mental health in 1-1 

or group sessions that patients may join from their 

homes

Deliver health education programs and 

preventative care for high-risk populations with 

easy, reliable access to video sessions

Let patients safely connect with family and 

friends from nursing homes, assisted living 

complexes and hospital rooms

DTEN solutions are compatible with common 

desktop, medical carts and VESA mounts

DTEN all-in-one solutions for Zoom empower healthcare providers to offer more interactive 
and engaging virtual visits for patients, caretakers, and family members, regardless of location

Telehealth

Accessibility

DTEN.COM | 1.866.936.3836

https://bit.ly/30aG6s6
https://bit.ly/30aG6s6
https://bit.ly/3kMAoV9
https://bit.ly/3kMAoV9
https://bit.ly/3kMqrXO


Solutions for Healthcare

DTEN D7 & DTEN ON*

DTEN.COM | 1.866.936.3836

All-in-one design with built-in smart camera 

and microphone with DTEN Audio AI

Crystal-clear audio

Life-like video

Immersive 4K Multi-touch display

Includes built-in Zoom software

Plug-and-play, right out of the box

*DTEN D7 (Windows-based OS)
DTEN ON (DTEN OS)

All-in-one design with built-in smart camera 

and microphone with DTEN Audio AI

Crystal-clear audio

Life-like video

Immersive HD Multi-touch display

Includes built-in Zoom software

Use as 2nd monitor

Plug-and-play, right out of the box

Schedule a DTEN Product Demonstration Today

*Product Images not to scale
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Request a Demo
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REQUEST A DEMO

https://bit.ly/30aG6s6
https://bit.ly/3kMAoV9
https://bit.ly/3kMAoV9
https://bit.ly/3kMAoV9
https://bit.ly/36frc7w
https://bit.ly/3kMqrXO
https://bit.ly/30aY1yJ
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